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基于 CNMF（Convolution Nonnegative Matrix Factorization，卷积非负矩阵分解）
的语音增强方法、基于 BPFA（Beta Process Factor Analysis）融合模型的自适应
语音增强方法和基于鲁棒贝叶斯自适应字典稀疏表示（Robust Bayesian 
Dictionary Learning using Spike-slab Prior，RBDL）模型的语音增强方法。为验证





的降噪性能，其中 BPFA 算法和 RBDL 模型在计算速度上有很大优势，在干净




























分量，实验结果表明在高斯噪声处理能力上 RBDL 模型比 BPFA 算法更具有鲁
棒性和自适应性，达到语音增强的目的。 



































In Modern voice communication system, most of the speech signal is often 
affected by background noise, which reduces the differentiability of speech 
information of the comfort of auditory in some degree, and influences the subsequent 
speech signal processing. In order to improve the quality of speech, speech 
enhancement technology arises at the historic moment, in which we hope inhibit the 
negative impact of background noise on speech information and improve the 
differentiability of noisy speech under the prediction of introducing none noise. 
This paper adopts sparse representation method to realize to the speech 
enhancement processing of noisy speech based on speech signal sparse apriority. 
Through the analysis of the dictionary training algorithm and target optimization 
function, respectively to study the speech enhancement method based on adaptive 
sparse dictionary K-SVD ( K- Singular Value Decomposition ), CNMF ( Convolution 
Nonnegative Matrix decomposition ) speech enhancement method, the BPFA ( Beta 
Process Factor Analysis ) fusion model and RBDL (Robust Bayesian Dictionary 
Learning using Spike – slab the Prior ) model speech enhancement method. To verify 
the effect of speech enhancement, this paper uses the signal-to-noise ratio SNR and 
subjective evaluation PESQ scores as the evaluation standard. In ZOIEUS library, to 
carry different SNR colored Gaussian noise or colored noise, using the above three 
different speech enhancement method ( K-SVD、 NMF、 BPFA and RBDL) for noise 
reduction processing, subjective and objective indicators by statistical experiment 
results show that compared with traditional speech enhancement methods (spectral 
subtraction and wiener filtering method), three kinds of speech enhancement method 
based on sparse representation can achieve better performance of noise reduction, the 
BPFA algorithm and RBDL model have great advantages on computing speed, can 
get high PESQ and SNR scores under the condition of clean speech is unknown.  















 (1) This paper puts forward a new algorithm using unified reference dictionary 
based on CNMF dictionary fusion statergy, gets reference dictionary by training long 
speech, explore the speech enhancement of unknown clean speech, experiments show 
that although the SNR and PESQ is lower than clean speech known, but CNMF can 
effectively restrain colored noise, and has better practical value. 
(2) The speech enhancement using sparse prior BPFA fusion model solves the 
problem of low efficiency in traditional algorithms based on Bernoulli distribution 
and Beta distribution, and it has a very strong adaptive performance, experiment reslts 
show that contrast with K-SVD algorithm, the algorithm of BPFA produces a big 
promotion in the time efficiency, brings significantly increase with the PESQ values 
in the speech enhancement of low SNR. 
(3) Speech enhancement algorithm based on RBDL model adds residual noise 
component on framework of BPFA, and the experiment results show that RBDL 
model is more robust and adaptive than BPFA algorithm on the Gaussian noise 
processing, so it can achieve the goal of speech enhancement. 
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